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Industry Chooses Kelley Blue
Book® Values Over
Competition in Automotive
Digest Poll
KBB Preferred 3-to-1 by Industry as Only Used-Car Valuation Source

IRVINE, Calif., June 9 /PRNewswire/ -- Kelley Blue Book, www.kbb.com,
the leading provider of new and used car information, today announces
it ranked highest in an AutomotiveDigest.com poll asking site visitors "If
you were to use only one Used-Vehicle Value Guide, which one would it
be?"  Kelley Blue Book garnered 66.23 percent of the votes, followed by
NADA Used Car Guide (16.88 percent), Black Book (14.29 percent) and
Galves Auto Price List (2.60 percent).    

"Kelley Blue Book continues to provide leading edge used-vehicle data
and information that dealers can use in purchasing and marketing
inventory competitively," said Chuck Parker, publisher for Automotive
Digest.  "As seen in the survey results, Kelley Blue Book has again
demonstrated its position as one of the leading industry sources of
vehicle valuations."

In the last few years, Kelley Blue Book has hired market analysts,
statisticians, mathematicians, data management and technology
experts with extensive industry experience, growing its analytic team
almost threefold.  During the same period, the company has taken data
acquisition to a new level, obtaining vehicle-related information from
more than 250 sources.  The company collects thousands of data points
for every vehicle and is the only valuation company that manages
lifetime vehicle information in a single database, including new, used
and residual values.  Its transaction database houses more than 256
million observations, which includes over 1.5 million vehicles that have
been physically inspected at auctions nationwide by the company's
dedicated field force.  With weekly updates and the advanced statistical
models Kelley Blue Book employs, the company can accurately project
what values will be next week, next month, and even further in the
future.  

"Kelley Blue Book works tirelessly to produce the most market-relevant
vehicle values by continually pushing the technological and quantitative
envelope." said Vince Nelson, executive vice president of Analytic
Insights for Kelley Blue Book.  "Being recognized as the preferred used-
car valuation guide reinforces the work we do and our commitment to
being the world's most trusted resource for buying and selling vehicles,
with values at its core."    

Automotive Digest's poll was conducted on their website from May 9 to
May 19, 2010.  For information on Kelley Blue Book dealer products,
services and solutions, visit www.800bluebook.com.

About Kelley Blue Book (www.kbb.com)

Since 1926, Kelley Blue Book, The Trusted Resource®, has provided
vehicle buyers and sellers with the new- and used-vehicle information
they need to accomplish their goals with confidence.  The company's
top-rated website, www.kbb.com, provides the most up-to-date pricing
and values, including the New Car Blue Book® Value, which reveals
what people actually are paying for new cars.  The company also reports
vehicle pricing and values via products and services, including software
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products and the famous Blue Book® Official Guide.  According to the
C.A. Walker Research Solutions, Inc. - 2009 Spring Automotive Website
Usefulness Study, kbb.com is the most useful automotive information
website among new- and used-vehicle shoppers, and half of online
vehicle shoppers visit kbb.com.  Kelley Blue Book's kbb.com also is a W3
Gold Award winner, sanctioned by the International Academy of Visual
Arts.  Kbb.com is a leading provider of new car prices, used car Blue
Book Values, car reviews, new cars for sale, used cars for sale, and car
dealer locations.
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